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ABSTRJ.CT

The processes involved in the liquid diffusion of metals are not understood very well. Each

of the theories proposed are compromised by simpli$rrng assumptìons made as to the

structure of liquids. ,{¡eas such as the concentration and temperaûlre dependence of the

diffusion coefficient lack the experimental data needed to refìne current thin¡ing into an

acceptable theoretical model. The present investigation has parttatly addressed this need by

studying the concentration and temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient in liquid

lead-tin alloys. '{ modified caprllary reservoir technique which used a Matano type diffusion

couple was employed in order to calculate D as a function of composition.

D values generated from diffusion couples consisting of pure lead and eutecdc (61.9wt%Sn)

compositions fit both the Arrhenius and AT" theories well statistically. Ilowever N in the

exponential theory was found to be about double the expected value.

The concentration dependence was found to be in agreement with Darken's analysis and. a

study by Niwa et al.. The diffusion coefficient is largest at the extremes with a minimum near

the interface of the diffusion couple. I{eppa measured the heat of mxing of lead tin alloys

and found it to be positive. This caused the negative deviation from Raout's Law according

to a modified Darken equation.

Several diffusion couples consisting of eutecüc and pure tin compositions generated values of

D that were higher than expected. This was likely due to increased convectjon at higher

temperatures and concentradons of tin as the viscosity decreases under these conditions.



1. IF{TRODUCTION
The study of liquid diffusion has not received much attention. Ä number of theories have

been proposed, however agreement on the mechanism by which transport takes place has

not been reached. Much more theoretical and experimental development needs to take place

to increase our understanding. The present study was undertaken to:

1. Determine the liquid diffusion coefficients over 
^ 

wide temperature range in order to

determine the temperature dependence of D. Current schools of thought relate the

diffusion coefficient to temperature tìrrough either an Arrhenius type relationship or

AT".

2. Determine the concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient.

A lead-tin alloy was chosen for this study because some experimentd. dzta exists for

reference, and it involved low melting temperatures. Five diffusion temperature ranges were

used. They varied from 395oC to 767"C. Each temperature range consisted of four samples.

Boltzmann-Matano type diffusion couples were used so that the concentration dependence

of the inter-diffusion coefficient could be determined. Two of the diffusion couples

consisted of pure lead to the eutectic composition, and two from the eutectic to pure tin.

The Lead-Tin phase diagramis given in .
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Figure L Pb-Sn Fhase Diagrarn

\61.9 wt%o, 183'C

F+ L

Composition (wt% Sn)
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2. I-iterature Review

2.L Theoretical Models

A rþrous theory for liquid diffusion has yet to be developed. Several theories for mass

transport in liquids have emerged. They can be classified as either obeying an .Arrhenius type

relationship or aÍe in the form of D = ATN. Arrhenius law theories include a hydrodynamic

approach using the Stolces Einstein relation, Eyring's viscosity based theory and others. A

theory using the D=ATN form, is based on a dense gas model.

2.1.1 Hydrodynarnic

Hydrodynamic theoryt'', was developed by fìrst considering the Nernst-Einstein equation.

This equation ca-lculates the diffusivity of a single particle or solute molecule A through a

stationary medium B, D^, as

Dnn = O'É 2.r

'Where k = Boltzmzrin constang T is the absolute temperature, vA = velocity of species A a¡d

F^ = driving force. The steady state velocity of A under the influenc e of aunit force is ca-lled

the mobility (te/Fe). Under "creeping flow" (R-e<< 1), a daaonship between the velocity and

the driving force of z rig1d, spherical particle may be derived from hydrodynamics. If slip

occurs at the sphere-fluid interface, the relationship becomes:

Fn = 6npuvnRu(?o": +^A 2.2
^\3lta t Rnþu" )

'Where Ra = diffusing parricle radius, fre = viscosity of the pure solveng ^d ß* = the

coefficient of sliding frictìon.

11



Two limiting forms of this equation are of interest:

1. if the fluid does not slip at the interface with the sphere, then B6s becomes infìnite. Then

2.2becomes Stokes Law.

Fn = írpuvnRn 
2"3

\ülren Stoke's law is substituted into equation 2.7, the Stokes-Einstein equation results.

KT 2"4rl trD 6n Rnpu

2. l7hen the fluid has no tendency to stick to the surface of the sphere, gas=0.

Ft = 4n þnvnR,t Z.S

Substitutìng back into 2.1,

D-kr2.6"AB - 4n Rnp,

If the spheres are assumed to touch each other, the molar volume becomes:

1/

v = (N/32r)3 2.7

where No = Avagadro's number. The diffusion coefficient for the second case then

becomes:

2.8

2.7.2 Byrtng Reaction Rate Theory

Eyring's theoryu'o of diffusion is based on the assumption that diffusion processes may be

described by a uni-molecular rate process. The expression for the diffusion coefficientthzt

D*=--!--(v\"
,* rrln)

12



was developed was then related to the viscosity of the liquid by making a simplifiiing

assumption about the nature of liquid structure.

The liquid model t-hat Eyring used may be described as holes moving through matter. This

type of model has its roots in the well developed theory of gases. Â gur is treated as if it

consisted of molecules moving about in empty space. In either situalion, the "holes" provide

the mechanism necessary for atomic transport to occur. The holes in the liquid likely have a

smaller "free" volume than that of a molecule.

An expression relating the free volume vr to v, the total volume of the liquid divided by the

total number of molecules and d, the incompressible molecule diameter, is given by equatìon

2.9.

,, :t(r% - a)' 2.9

This expression was derived for a single molecule vibrating about in a volume defined by its

six nearest neighbors that arc fxed in a cubic structure. Then if thermodynamic principles

are applied to this simple model, equation 2.10 is obtained.

CRTV% 2.t0
*% aE*t

where C = z constant (2<C<5), Eo"n = vaporiza1on energy of the liquid, V = molar volume,

N = Avogadro's number, T = absolute temperature and R is the universaì gas constant. Since

the flow of a liquid is a rate process because it has a defìnite velocity f'or given conditions,

Eyring was able to treat viscosity as à rzte process. For a molecule to move from one

equilibrium position to another in a given layer of molecules, a hole must exist. The

u-% _l

13



formation of the hole requires a certain amount of energy since the other surrounding

molecules must be kept from moving into the hole. Since the hole need not be the full

volume of a molecule for flow to occur, the work done to form the hole will be some

fractton of the vaporizatton energy. The energy needed is called the free energy of activation.

This concept is illustrated as a potential energy banier in Fþre 2 for viscous flow with and

without shear force.

T4



mS-
(l)
C

UJ

Shearing Force (f)

Direction 0f Flow->
Figure 2. Fotential Energy Earrier

Initial State Fina! State
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?,"3

^'/_l

.r,OOGÀ- Üffi
- OOOTT

Figure 3. Distances between molecules in a tiquid; À is the
distance between equilibriurn positions for viscous flow.- Then the viscosity may be expressed as

.L., kTu = __ 2.ll' 2, )", )"" rc

where l" is the distance between equilibrium positions, 1,1 is the distance between layers, 1,2 is

the mea¡ distance between two adjacent molecules at right angles to motion, and l,¡ is the

distance between neþhboring molecules in the direction of motion as shown in Fþre 3.

The viscosity is usually expressed as an Arrhenius equation in the form

E,í,

þ = Be ar 2"12

Then using the partition function for a molecule of liquid and assuming cubic packing, the

viscosity then becomes

16



LEvis
Kl

( w^\%
U=l-l' \v ) zJzo*kr firx,

2.13

a molecule of solvent slip past each other.

in Fþre 4 for z single jump of a solute

positions is given by À and c is tne

where m is the atomic mass, k is the Boltzmann constant and AEo* is the activation energy to

cross the potential energy barner. This is an Arrhenius type relationship found to be in good

agreement with many liquids.

Diffusion occurs when a molecule of solute and

The change in the standard free energy is given

molecule. The distance between equilibrium

concentration in moles per cubic centimeter.

1,7



ffi ã nectãom of ffi Ëffq.isãoãT

I

c+ldc/dx

>'
cÐL
oc
tU
(l)
0)t-
tL
õf-
ñEc
ñrts,

Ø

Distance (x)

Figure 4. Clnange in Standard Free Energy
Then the concentrations at the original and final equilibrium positìons -. girr.., by c and c +

?vdc/dx' The concentration is decreasing in the diffusion direction so that c ) c + î,dc/dx

because dc/dx is negative. The number of molecules passing through a '1. cmz a.fea per

second in the diffusion direction is given by

18



rr = Nc)"k Z.Iq

where k is the specific reaction rate For diffusion.

Then the number of molecules passing through the unit area in t-lre reverse direction per

second is grven by

-,( " d"\ ^.vu=N[c+zf)^o 2-15

The resultant flow in the diffusion direction becomes

v = -un'nl| 2.t6
dx

This may be expressed in terms of the diffusion coeffìcient by writing

dr
v = -DN? 2.17

dx

Equating 2.76with 2.17 results in

D = ).2k ZJg
This expression is valid for ideal or very dilute solutìons. This is due to the assumption that

the standard free energy is the same at both the equilibrium positions occupied by the solute

molecule' Since the concentrations at the two positions must be different for diffusion to

occur, the solution must be ideal.

2.13 may be rewritten in terms of viscosity if the lc and À derived correspond to the viscosity

p2'rameters.

n _ tkT z.ß
4^44p

79



Then if it is assumed that ?uplu2x)çs and )v/(?uzI)æN/V then the

becomes

, -l/

n =(y\" q\v) p

diffusion coefficient

2.20

Then the Arrhenius behavior of the diffusion coeffìcient results from the Arrhenius behavior

of the viscosity.

Eyring's result is very similar to the Stokes-Einstein hydrodynamic model. The quantity

Àr/(l.zl,)-N/V in Eyring's model is replaced by 6nain the hydrodymanic model. No furrher

insights into their similarity may be made because each was developed using different

assumptions as to the structure of liquids. Stokes-Einstein was developed for large particles

diffusing in a fluid of much smaller particles, while Eyring assumed both to be of similar size.

2.1.3 Power Law

The power law zpprozchs, relates the diffusion coefficient D, to the absolute temperature T,

through a pov/er law relationship given below where Â and n are constants.

D=AT" 2.21,

The theoretical basis for this type of relauonship begins with the assumption that liquid

transport behavior is more like a gas than a solid. The atomic packing of a liquid is not an

orderly crystalline alr:aflgement as in solids, but a looser more random structure. The atomic

spacing is somewhere between tJrat of gas and solid.

In gases, the diffusion coefficient is related to the averzLge velocity Ç and the mean free path

L, as shown in 2.22.
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1

D =:v.La
J

The average velocity taken from kinetic gas theory is given by:

2.22

2.23

2.24

V=

where m is the molecular mass and k is the Boltzmann constaÍ.t. The mean free path is

closely related to the thermal expansion coefficient. .An estimate for the mean free path

begins with an expression for thermal expansion in terms of pair potentials. The Lennard-

Jones potential function for z pur of atoms is given tn equatton 2.24.

k. k^p- t _ "'-d'n d'

Here d is the center to center distance between the atoms a¡d kr andt<zafe constants that afe

assumed to be temperature independent. l7hen n=6, z deep well potentiaì illustrated in

Figure 5 results.
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2.25

2.26

.A potential energy partition of eliT is then added to the pair. e is approximately 0.5 for a

coordination number of 6 (e= 3/8 for BCC and ',/o for FCC structures). Then the potential at

a temperature T is given by:

Figure 5. Lennard-Jones Deep Well Forential function (n=6)
The minimum potentìal Po occurs at do.

p -k:
4k,

( zn.\%n'=lT)
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8kT k: 
= k, k2 2.27

4k, (¿,)' du

A second order binomial expansion gives an approximate solution to equation 2.27. Ad, js the

positive displacement from the mean de.

Ld
2"28do

1 3 ek, '" kT = 6Tr6 k:

Since Âd/do is the linear expansion, it may be rewritten as:

A,d = aTd o 2.29

where cr is the coefficient of linear expansion. For z given crystal struch-rre, Âd is the

minimum mean free path for a perfect packing. Since the atomic packing in liquids is not

perfecg t}'e avetage mean free path is must be larger. The existence of partial positions in the

first coordination sphere (vacancies or holes) increases the average mean free path. The hole

contribution has been estimated to be i.5Âd. The à.verzLge interstitial spacing must also be

accounted for in the average mean free path. An esdmate for the interstitial contr-ibution to

the zverzge mean free path has been taken to be 0.5Àd. Using these estimates, the 
^venge

mean free path becomes:

)" x 3Ld = 3adoT 
2.3¡0

Using esdmates for the à'veralge mean free path and the average velocity, the diffusion

coefficient becomes:
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2.31,

The temperature exponent of 1.5 has been found to vary between 1 and2experimentally.

2.1.4 Swalin Fluctuarion Theory

Swalin6'7 developed a theory for self-diffusion of liquids that is based on the cooperative

motion of atoms' Using an ztom with four neârest neighbors in the same plane as the

reference poing these motions result in density fluctuations which allow voids to form. The

diffusive motion is not in discrete jump distances as in crysta-lline solids, but a continuous

distribution of fluctuation distances. Since an atom moving zs a result of the cooperative

motion of other atoms has virrually the same energy as the rest, there is no activation energy

for this mechanism. Swalin used the Morse function to evaluate the energy r, associated with

a fluctuation needed to stretch the bonds between the central atom and its four nearest

neighbors. The Morse function is applied on the assumption that the bonding energy in

liquids is similar to the metallic bond in solids. The energy used to move two nearest

neighbors a distance j- from their equilibrium positions is

D = on,(*)"n

t : tal¡+ u-'"^ì. - 2r-a-i^l

where ot* is related to the curvature of the

dissociation of a bond. ad m^y be estimated

Ireat of vaponzaton AH-, by

2LHv
uo = z"No

2.32

potential distance curye and e¿ is the energy of

from quasi-chemrcal theory and is related to the

') /l

2.33



where Z. is the atomic number and No is Avagadro's number.

Then using the random wallc treatrnent of diffusion, Swalin derived the

for the diffusion coeffìcient.

3Zc2 Nok',Tz
]J=--.----.------.:_

96hAHrai,

following expression

2.34

where h is Plank's constant and c{,- is related to the Waser-Pauling force consta-rìt, Lt, by

z"Nk,%
d^ =-igl; 2.35

The force constant was obtained from compressibllity dzta for crystalline materials. It may

not be suitable for metals because the free electrons and latt-ice of residual ion cores of metals

conflicts with the assumptions made for the constant.

2.1.5 Cohen Turnbull Critical Fluctuation Theory

The Cohen-Turnbulls'e theory of diffusion is avariar¿,on of the hole theory already presented.

The atomic model they used assumes the atoms to be hard spheres that do not interact.

Then local fluctuations in density cause temporary voids to form. This density fluctuation is a

isoenergetic redistribution of the free volumeto. Diffusion occurs when afl àtom moves into

such a void and another replaces it in its origrnal position before it is able to jump back. fhe

voids must be of a minimum critical size that is dependent on the atom sizes. The primary

difference between this approach and Eyring is that Eyring's hole theory assumes an

activation energy necessary for formation of a voicl, while this model assumes thzt a density

fluctuation creates the void and motion occurs by simple translation. Because the motion

occurs by a simple translation, no zctwalon energy is associated with the model. Since a
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ctirs'cù' void size is necessary, the theory may be considered to have an actwzted volume

analogous to the activation energy.

Cohen and Turnbull calculated àn à'vera4e free volume distibution assuming a system of hard

splreres and no energy change upon redistribution. The volum e zvalable for redistribution is

the volume change upon melting added to the volume increase due to therma.l expansion at a

given temperature. The diffusion coefficient they derived is given in 2.36.

2.36

D_

where g' and y are constants, vx is the minimum volume, u the velocity and a is the diameter

of a void large enough for a jump to occur when v¡ is the free volume per atom. The critical

void radius is approximately the ionic crystal radius when T = I and gt = 1/6.

Cohen and Turnbull revised this theory in 796811 to account for backscattering through the

use of a correlation coefficieng f(a). The expression they derived for the diffusion coefficient

is given in 2.37.

1i
D = ;ù | p(a)f (a)da

a?JA

p(a) is the probability that the displacement lies betrveen a and a+da. i

krnematjc velocity. If a is function of the free volume c ge, the diffusion

written as

1i
D =;ul p(v)f (v)a(v)dv

U

2.37

is the àyerzge gàs

coefficient may be
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Here p(v) is the probability the free volume cage is between v and vfdv and f(v) is 1he

correlation factor for displacements within the free volume v. The probabìlity distribution

p(v), for the total free volume is given by

(_,^,)
l-/'I

( ",\lu,l 239
p(v)=lJ-þr t t

\v¡ )

y is a numerical factor between 0.5 and 1 used to coffect overlap of the free volumes. If

displacement is assumed to be zlinear function of free vorume (a(v)=a"), then D becomes

l-r.) z.4o
r- [ - u,l [ ,, ]D=7ualv" +¿let r )
J L T)

When v*>>vr/T the diffusivity becomes

I *l
| -y, ¡ Z.at

p =!4,1u )
-J

When ut/y r> f ,

p =!-t- z"Az
3y

The avenge correlatio n factor Fis obtained by dividing equation 2.40 by iuur/zy.

I .^.* Il-w Il- "tl,,"l z.+sr=lt*w lrl"J )" L v¡l
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Since this correladon coeffìcient decreases exponentially with displacement, only large

movements make significant contributions to self-diffusion.

2.1.6 Engskog

The Ençkog theory of diffusiontt'tt, -Æ developed from the theory of gases. The diffusing

atoms are considered hard spheres which collide with one another causing mass trânsport

down a concentration gradient. The biggest assumption he makes is that the atoms in the

liquid are assumed to diffuse like z hard sphere fluid. The hard sphere fluid diffusion

coefficient, DB is the self-diffusion coefficient from the hard sphere theory of gases Dg,

divided by a correctton factor y.

D-
D, =J-T

D* is defined as

3 "wD, = ,nO" l;

2.44

2"45

where n is number of spheres per unit volume, o' is the hard sphere diameter, lc the

Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature and m the mass of one hard sphere.

Since D, was developed for a dilute hard sphere gas, the correction factor 1 is necess ary to

coffect for the difference in collision frequency with a dense fluid. 1 is equai to the pair

correlation function g(r) evaluated at r = o.

I = g(o)
2.46

g(o) is determined by relating it viith the hard sphere fluid pressure P and the packing fracnon

n.
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,=+=I+ qg(o)
2.47

The solute diffusion coefficient DiE for binary alloys is given by

n, -3 1 (-!Ð%
8 nrg,,(o,,)o1\ZoA) 2.48

where o=n¡m./m;l-m, is the reduced ffrasS, o; and o. are the hard sphere diameters of the

solute and solvenq o'¡=0.5(o¡*o) and gi,(o'iJ is the paìr correlation function evaluated at the

point of contact between atoms. The calculated hard sphere radius o¡. and correlation

function evaluated at ois may be compared with experimental data.

Protopatasln proposed that the hard sphere diameter be calculated as the z.verage distance of

closest apptozch between atoms in a fluid. Then at higher temperatures the collision energy

rises and the hard sphere diameter decreases according to

2.49

where T- is the melting temperature and oe the minimum inter-atomic potential radius.

Protopapas found that for pure meta-ls oe ma¡r be obtained from

-t/
oo = 1.0878d,13 Z.S0

where d^ is the density of the liquid metal at its melting temperature. Then oi(Ð (solute) and

o.(Ð (solvent) may be calculated as pure metals by assuming they do not change after

alloying.

The potential function gi,(oil derived for infinite dilution by protopapas et al is given as
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",(o*) 
=, (t:,'") [r*., @.A1

(z + y"/(r - 4f L' 
*'"[-o't 

o" ) J

where y, is the packing ftzctton of the pure solvent given by

1^
!, = ¿trN "o l

This equation is very close to

sphere fluids.

m1xtures.

/ \ / \2_f v I I y I vC,l- | =-3.51 -l +13.45--11.72- \vol \yol yo

The hard sphere diffusion coeff,rcient is different from experimental diffusion coefficients

because of many-body correlations in the liquid phase. A-lder and Wainwrightts used

molecular dynamics calculations to determine the correlatjons. They found that the relative

mass and size of the solute with respect to the solvent and the fluid density determine the

correlation between theory and experiment. The corrected diffusion coefficient for a solute

species i in the solvent should use these parameters in the form

-.(, oJl I
D) - D:CI; = :,LÃ[ - mi -m,,Lõ : õ,- a,l Z.Ss\Yo oy, ".)

The parameters may be separated so that the correction factor C be given as C1(v/vs) for the

density vaÅauon and Cz(AM,Ao) for the size and mass. Alder et al has shown that the

interpolation formula of Berrucci and Flygare may be used to calculate Cr for very dilute

2.5L

2.52

being an exact Camahan-Starling equation of state for hard

2.54
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Then the corrected diffusion coefficient becomes

/\IUI
D! = DïC,l Ll.\vol

¿.55

Brunson and Ged12 compared the diffusion coefficient corrected for density variation with

experimental' datz to determine the effects of size and mass. They concluded that

7' C2 increases with the solute atom mass so that at higher densities the correlatjon are

influenced most by backscattering. The higher the mass of the diffusing species, the

smaller the degree of backscattering. When the solute has greater mass than the solvenq

the diffusion coefficient becomes larger than Enskog theory corrected by C, would

predict.

2' Cz rises with the size of the solute atoms with mass kept constant.
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2.2 Flux Equations - Fick's Laws

2.2.7 Fick's Laws

Adolf Fick published his phenomenologrcal based diffusion theories in 1855. Ficlc's fìrst lav¡

of diffusiont't6 states that the flux of 
^tràcer 

is proportional to the concentration gradient.

J = -D? 2.56
dx

D is called the diffusion coefficient and has SI units of mz f s. ¡ p<g/m'?sl is known as the flux

and represents the net ffansfer past a reference point. The concenffation of the diffusing

matter C has units of [kg/m3]. The negative sign in equation 2.5ó implies that diffusion occurs

from a higher concentration to a lower concentration. Experiments that ta.ke advantage of

this relationship must be steady state.

Fick's second,law is derived from the first.

Figure 6 depicts a volume element defined by planes 1 and 2 separated, by Â". The flr¡x

across each plane is denoted by J-t and Jz.
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Unit

Figure 6Diagram for Fickts Second Law
Each plane is given a unit a-Íea so that the net flux accumurat-ion

given by Jr-Jz. Then total mass in the volume element is

accumuladon in the volume element may be written as

:dCJr-Jr=Ax=--A,x-dt
AJ
ôx

Then equati on 2.56 is substltuted into equation 2.57 to obtain Fick's second law of diffusion.

in the volume element Âx is

given by CÂx and the net

2.57

2.58

This is the form used

If D is assumed to be

dC dDAC ^A,C--==- 
^ 

_r_u__l__l_
Ot oX ü dx'

This form of Fick's second law allows the diffusion coefficienr to vary.

in the current study to determine the concentration dependence of D.

a constarit, then Fick's second law becomes

JJ



2.2.2 Solutions ro Fick's Second Law

There are mariy. anùyt.cù solutions corresponding to various boundary conditions for Fick's

second law. The current study is based on diffusion in a large concentration gradient.

Therefore models assuming dilute concentrations are not valid. Numerical methods are used

when such solutions do not exist. To solve the equation assuming the diffusion coefficient is

not constanq the Boltzmann-Matano method is the most convenient.

2.2.2./ Boltryzann-Matano Metltod

The Bolzmann-Matano methods'tt,1t allows the diffusion coefficient to be determined as a

function of concentration from a concentration vs. distance plot. If the initial experiment

conditions may be described by a single vønable r:="/r/t, then the concentradon C is a

function of u. Boltzmann was able to trarisform Fick's second law into an ordinary

homogeneous equadon though the use of the definition of u.

+=D+aû'

& dcù | x dc

A duã zr%du
& dcfu I dc

= --:-& du& Jtdu

Then 2.60 is substituted back into Ficlc's second law to obtain

udc d( dc\__t D_l
2 du du\" du.)

2.59

2.60

2.61

Matano was the first to make use of this relationship to determine the diffusion coefficient as

a function of concentradon. For a semi-infinite diffusion couple, the boundary conditions

zre c = cs, x(0 and c=0 at t=0. Since x = 0 is not included in the boundary conditions. thev
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may be rewritten in terms of u as

C=C0atu=-co

c=0ztu=co

Then canceling 1/du from both sides of 2.61, and integrating from c = 0 to c = ci where

0<ct (co, equation 2.62 is obtained.

tÈc' r t -'l=c'
-r t , | ^acl
-- ludc=ll)-_ |'¿ j=o L tuJ"=o

2.62

Since diffusion experiments are usually conducted over a fixed time, u is substituted back into

the equation resulting in equatìon 2.63.

ii*,= *l#l:=,' = o,(Ð 
" "

2.63

"2
\X/hen . = c0: dc/dx = 0, and ) xdc = 0 so that equation 2.62 d,efnes the Matano interface, x

0

= 0. With this definition of x = 0, D(ct) may be wrinen as

DG'\ =-f(ø) T,a" 2.64
2t \dd 

",r(,

Then to obtain the diffusion coeffìcient from z concentratton distance curve, the slope at the

desired position as well as the area must be obtained by numericaJ, or graphical methods. An

illustration of the Boltzmann-Matano analysis is given below.
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Figure 7. Illustration of Boltzmann-M atano analysis
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A more detailed discussion on the calculation of the diffusion coeffìcient from experimental

data is given in the Procedure secdon.

2.2.2.2 Two Seni-Infnite Rods

,{n analytical solution to Fick's second law for a patr of semi-infinite rods may be derived by

extending the thin film solutionto. If a thin film on the end of a long rod, has a thickness b,

and a solute concentradon c6, the solution for a fnite time t is given by

| -.zll+l
-t, -\ b"o | ^* ) 

2"65
clx-t) - --þ st

2^lrDt

where x is the distance in either direction normal to the thin fìlm and qDt)' 5>b.

The thin fìlm solution mày be extended to a pair of semi-infinite rods that are joined

together at an interface x = 0 and have the following boundary conditions:

c =0 for x(0 at t=0

c=c1 for x)0 at t=0

The rod corresponding to x>0 is made up of n slices, each with a thickness Âcr and has a

cross-sectional'atea of unity. Each slice in this rod initially contains crÂa of solute. Then the

solute distribution is given by the superimposed contributions of each individual slice. If cr¡ is

the distance from the center of the ith slice to x=0, the concentration after a diffusion time t

for any value of x is given by
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I G-")'l

c(x.t)=-+; o*l-ul2^lÐt ã

2.66

Then in the limit as Âc¿ goes to zero and n becomes infìnite, the following definite integral is

obtained.

| &-d2 |, \ c' 1a 4Dt 
Iclx,t)=fulU rda

2.67

1¡r=(x-a)/2{PÐ is substituted, and the error function is introduced, the ¡vo semi-infinite

diffusion couple solution becomes

c(x,t)=il'-."u(#)l
2.68

where

^ZerÍ(z)=+le-"'du
!fr'o

is known as the error function.

2.69

2.2.2.3 Nanterical Methods

Numerical methods2o are used when an anùyacd, approach is not possible for the given

boundary conditions. One such application is the solution to the czpillary reseryoir method

that does not assume a constant diffusion coefficient. An assumption as to the relationship

between the diffusion coefficient and either distance or concentration must first be made. A

common assumptìon is D=AeB* where A. and B are constants. Then finite difference
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exPressions zre used to replace the differenttalvaiables in Fick's second law.

c' ''' -c "(9:u:!À - o.u,(c'.'.,-2c,¿ *c,À 2.7a-T=ABeo'l_ft!)+A" |,. ¡r, )

Standard techniques are used to solve the finite difference expression for the given boundary

conditions. Had the current experimental methods not worked to satisfaction, t-his apprcach

would have been used to investrgate the variability of D.
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2.3 Phenomenological Methods

2.3.t D arken's Analysis2l

The diffusion coefficient calculated by the Boltzmann -Matano analysis is known as the inter-

diffusion coefficient. The inter-diffusion coefficient is intuitively related to the inlinsic

diffusion coefficients of each of the diffusing components. If these components diffuse at

different rates, it is of interest to quantifr this difference. I(irkendall22 was credited with

designing the fìrst experiment that allowed the calculatron of the intrinsic diffusion

coefficients. His experiment placed Moþdenum wires at the interface between a copper

and brass diffusion couple. These wires were insoluble in both copper and brass and acted as

marl<ers. After diffusingat a known ume and temperature, it was found that the markers had

moved. The distance from their starting position 4D was then used to calculated the marker

velocity. The velocitywas found to be proportional to the root of time. This effect is lçnown

as the I(rkendall effect. It proved that the copper and the zincin the brass were diffusingzt

different rates. Darken wrote alater pàper on ari analysis that could be applied to determine

the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of each component.

Darken was able to relate the inter-diffusion coefficient to the intrinsic diffusion coefficients

D, and Dr, through a one dimensional phenomenologrcal analysis. Two coordinare systems

must fìrst be specifìed. The first coordiflate system denoted by y uses the markers as the

ftatne of reference. This frame of reference uses the flux and concentration gradient to

define the inttinsic diffusion coefficients. Then the flux of componenr one across aunitarea

plane perpendicular to the direction of diffusion is given by
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where C, = concentration of component 1[moles per unit volume]. The second coordinate

systemdenotedbyxis pan)leltothefirstcoordinatesystem. The fuameof referenceusedis

fxed as the ends of the diffusion couple. It is used to calculate the inter-diffusion coefficient

by the Boltzmann-Matano analysis. Converting equation 2.71. to the second coordinate

system gives

J, _ _D. âC,
¡rôx

Jt= -Dt++vcldx

+=*(,,*-c")
If C=Cr+Cz = constanq then

2"7X,

2.72

2.73

2.74

2"75

Then the marker moves with a velocity v in the x coordinate system and the flux given by

2.72 must be modified by adding the mass C,v.

The rate of solute component 7 thzt accumulates in any volume element is given by

ôc , ôc ,
âx âx

and
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æt al(^ c,_ c, læ, I 2.76-i=;llD, -+D,+)D,l+lot áL\ L' c ")e)
a | ( c,D, + c,D"l æ, I__tt - . . " I I Iel\ c )al

The atomic fractions N, = Cr/C and N, = Cr/C may be substituted into equation2.76 to

sve

æ, âf, ræ,ft=;llN,D, +N,D.,l+ |d âL' " " & J

2.77

Then an equation relating the inter-diffusion coeffìcient to the intrinsic diffusion coefficients

may be written as

õ=NrDr+NrD, 2.78

Because marly diffusion experiments use radioactive tràcer atoms to determine the

concentration distance curve, Darken developed a relationship between the tracer diffusion

coeffìcienæ (Dr*, Dr*) and the inter-diffusion coefficient. He assumed that the driving force

of the diffusing atoms in zbinary system was the negative of the chemical potential gradient.

He then used the ty:zcer diffusion coefficient to calculate the inter-diffusion coefficient.

õ =(u,Di + N,D])lt.#il 2.79

where |, = thermd, zcavity coefficienq N, is the atomic fraction of component 1 and N, is

the atomic fraction of component 2. Because radioactive isotopes are used, it is assumed that

there is no volume change on mixing and the pattzl molar volumes of each component are

the same.
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3. Experirnental Methods

M^y experimental methods have been devised to determine diffusion coefficients in liquid

meta-ls. They include the capillary reservoir technique, long czpillary method, shear cells and

diffusion couples. Each method uses capillaries to contain the liquid metal in order to

minimize convective modon so that mass transport may be assumed to be due to diffusion

alone.

3.1.1 Capillary Reservoir Method

The capillary reservoir method"''., is a relatively reliable and simple method to determine

diffusion coeffìcients. The diffusion takes place in z caplllary fìlled with one composirion,

that is in contact with a liquid reservoir with a¡other lcnown composition. The capillary made

from an insoluble mzteriaf by drilling a hole through it, leaving one end closed. Then it is

filled with a known composition. The crucible containing this composition is placed in a

vacuum chamber that is heated above the metals' melting temperature. While heatìng, the

chamber is flushed with argon to prevent oxidation. Once the metal is molten, the chamber

is evacuated, and the capillary lowered into the melt in a suitable holder. Then argon is fed

into the chamber to reestablish atrnospheric pressure. The pressure forces the meta-l down

into the czpillary. The capillary is removed and allowed to cool.

The diffusion experiment takes place in the same chamber. A crucible containing the other

composition is placed in the chamber and heated to the desired diffusion temperature. The

capillary filled with another composition is then lowered into the melt as before. The

diffusion process begins when the tivo compositions make contàct. The process ends when
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after the desired length of time elapses, the capillary is removed from the melt and cooled.

The precise length of the diffusion run presents a problem. The capillary cools ar a rate

governed by the cooling t^te of the vacuum chamber. If the chamber takes several minutes

before the freezing temperature of the alloy is reached, sþifìcant error is possible.

An analysis of the composition is made along the length of the capìllary to determine the

diffusion coefficient. If D is assumed constanE it mzy be determined using the average

composition of the capìllary in the following solution to Fick's second lawl for the boundary

conditjons of this experiment:

e@,t) = ca.,h .*(r,r,; - r".,,)äldr"[ t+'t'"ll 3't
n 't'-41\21 + I) 

]

If the diffusion coefficient is allowed to yary, the solution for D must be obtained bv

numerical methods.

3.1.2 Long Capillary Method

The most common long capillary method2s'26, uses a czpilløry that is filled with a diffusion

couple. This is the simplest experimenta-l method to study the concentration dependence of

the diffusion coefficient in a given binary system. The couple initially consists of trvo rods of

composition Cr and C2 respectivel¡ that are joined together at att tnterface. Then the

diffusion couple is quickly heated to the desired diffusion temperahÌre, which is marntained as

evenly as possible for the duration of the experiment. After the desired amount of time has

passed, the couple is cooled rapidly.

The concentration distance curve may be solved by the Bolzmann -Mztano method to
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determine the diffusion coefficient. This method uses the slope and area under the curve to

calculate the diffusion coefficient at Àny point along the curve. This makes it suitable for the

cuffent study of the concentration dependence of the diffusion coeffìcient.

3.1.3 Shear Cell Technique

The shear cell technique*, was devised to solve some of the problems associated with the

capillary reservoir method. When the technique is used with a diffusion couple as discussed

previousi¡ precise control of the start and finish of diffusion is attained. The diffusion

process takes place in a specially desþed shear cell. The shear cell usually consists of a

number of dislçs stacked together. Each dislc has a hole drilled into it where a secrion of the

diffusion couple fits. While the furnace is heating at the start of the diffusion run, the disks

are misaligned so that no mixing or diffusion takes place between the cells. Then when the

disks are aligned, the diffusion process begins. After the desired diffusion time has elapsed.

the disks are rotated to a misalþed position stopping the diffusion between cells.

A compositìon analysis of each cell is then performed to obtain the full concentraljon

distance curve. By using rhe avenge composition of each cell, segregation effects upon

cooling are completely eliminated.

While this method has several benefìts, its primary handicap is the complexity of the shear

cell mechanism. The mechanism must allow the alþment of the disks accuratel¡ and from

outside the vacuum chamber.
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3.2 Current Experiment Methods

Experimental methods that produced data suitable for interpretation by the Boltzmann-

Matano analysis were considered for this study. The Boltzmann-Matano analysis requires that

a diffusion couple be used. The long capillary method was first tried, and found to have

problems. Following this, a new experimental method similar to the capilla:y reservoir

technique was devised. This method had the added zdvantage of not contaminating the

metal reservoir if the diffusion times are not excessive.

3.2.I Long Capillary Method

The long caplllary methoda'27 was first used in this study. Graphite capillaries were made with

a 1.5 mm diameter hole down the center, leaving one end closed. These capillaries were

glued to a holder and filled using the same technique as the capillary reservoir method. A

stainless steel holder was constructed for the diffusion anneal. It consisted of a solid stainless

steel rod with trvo (r mm holes bored through end to end. The holes were made with z \rery

tight tolerance to fit the capillaries. This v/as necessary to maintain the interface betrveen the

capillaries. The ends of the holder were threaded and fitted with stainless steel end caps.

The experiment begins by preheating the holder without the capillaries. This is done to

reduce the time it takes to heat the capillaries to the diffusion temperature in a tube furnace.

Once the holder temperature has stabilized, it is removed from the furnace so the capillaries

may be inserted. Two capillaries, one of composition C1, and the other with composition C2,

are inserted into each hole with their open ends touching. With trvo capillaries in each hole,

the end caps are screwed into place. Some graphite felt in each cap was used to maintain a

pressure on the ends of the capillaries to maintain the interface. Then the holder was placed
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back in the furnace for the diffusion anneal. Äfter the desired length of time has elapsed, the

holder v/as removed and placed on a chill block for cooling.

This method was found to be unsuited for the cuffent study.

1. Thermal expansion of the metals tended to destroy the capillary interface.

2. The composition with the lower melting temperature melted first. Concentration analysis

revea.led that the lower meltrng temperahlre composiuon v/as able to spread along the

metal graphite interface into the other capillary. Therefore the results v¡ere meaningless.

3. Safety concerns inserting the capillaries into the holder at hlgh temperature.

3.2.2 Modified Capitlary Reservoir Technique

The diffìculties involved with the long capillary method were avoided with the capillary

reservoir technique. Flowever this technique did not use a diffusion couple that could be

anùyzed by the Bolzmann-Matano method of analysis. Dr. Cahoon (University of Manitoba

Departrnent of Mechanical Engineering) devised a new method very similar to the captllary

reservoir technique. The experiment setup may first be considered as the capillary reservoir

technique. Capillaries fìlled with the denser composition are glued into the holder with the

open end up. Then a second empty capillary is placed on top of the one glued into the

holder so that the holes match. This capillary is open on both ends. A graphite collar

manufactured to tight tolerance is used to join the capillaries at their interface. During the

diffusion anneal procedure, the hollow capillary is filled with the lighter composition" in the

crucible' This takes place after argon is pumped into the vacuum chamber forcing the meta-l

into the czpillary. Diffusion begins when the metal reaches the interface.

At first, the diffusion experiments were conducted using the pure metals for each
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composiflon. When these samples solidifie d, area of the specimen around the eutectic

composition exhibited large holes upon solidification. To eliminate this effec! the

experiment was broken into two stages. Two sets of samples were used; pure lead to the

eutectic and pure tin to the eutectic for each temperature range. Two specimens for each

diffusion anneaJ,were used to reduce the chance of error. Five temperatr)reranges were used

between 400 and 775 Celsius.

3.2.2.1 Apparatus

3.2.2.1.1 Ctucibles

The crucibles (Fþre 8) used in the vacuum chamber were made from graphite. Graphite

was selected because itwas avajlzble, easy to workwith, and insoluble in lead - tin alloys over

the temperzftre range required. They were constructed from 80 mm diameter stock that was

avznlable. The inside diameter was machined to 70 mm, leavin g z wùl thickness of 5 mm.

The height used was 130mm and the bottom thickness was 5 mm. The crucibles were

cleaned ultrasonically using ethanol as the solvent.
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3.2.2.1.2 Capillary lfoldet
The capillary holder v/as constructed from zvulal.,Ie graphite stock for the same reasons as

the holder' It was constructed in two pieces that were threaded together as shown in the

diagram' The rod was threaded into the stainless steel shaft at the top for raising and

lowering the holder into the melt. A long thermocouple was inserted down the stainless steel

shaft into a hole bored down the center of the graphite rod. This placed the tip of the

thermocouple in the melt for an àcc:)rzte temperature measurement during the diffusion

anneal.
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The bottom section fitted to the graphite rod holds the capillaries. The bottom of the holder

secdon was tapered to allow the metal to flow around the edges more effìciently during

raising and lowering procedures. The top surface of the holder secdon had, 1.2 six mm

diameter holes equally spaced around the edge. The capillaries were inserted into these holes

for czpillary filling and diffusion anneal procedures. To prevent the capillaries from rising to

the surface of the much denser metal, they were glued into position with a graphite based

glue. All 12 of the holes were used for capillary filling but only two were needed for the

diffusion experiment. The remaining ten were fìlled with solid 6 mm graphite rods to

prevent them from filling with metal.

3.2.2.1.3 Capillaries

The capillaries were constructed from 6mm graphite stock. They varied in length from

approximately 25 to 33 mm in length. The holes were constructed by fìrst center drilling the

ends to prevent the drill bit from wandering then drilling to the desired depth. The drill bit

used was a number 47, which has a nominal diameter of 1,.47 mm. The holes were made

using a lathe to ensure that they were centered.

3.2.2.1.4 Vacuum Chamber

The vacuum chamber consisted of two main components, a long stainless steel tube, and, z

brass end cap (Figure 10). The tube hzd an inside diameter of 79mm and was 8ó9 mm in

length. The bottom hada stainless steel plate welded to close the opening. The top of the

tube was machined to close tolerance to fit the brass cap. Stainless steel was selected for its

strength and oxidation resistance at hþh temperature.
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The brass end cap was fitted to the tube using an o-ring and vacuum grease to provide a good

seal. A hole drilled through the center of the cap v/as fitted with another o-ring to fit the

long stainless steel tube used to raise and lower the capillary holder. Two other holes on

either side of the center were made to connect the chamb er to z vacuum pump and a

pressure gauge. The heat was dissipated with a copper cooling coil around the top of the cap.

water was pumped slowly through the coil whenever the furnace v/as on.

3.2.2.1.5 .Fumace

-A 97 mm diameter tube furnace was used to heat the vacuum chamber. The furnace had

three zones and was capable of attaining 1000 "C. It was controlled by a three zone

controller that was preset to maintain arì even temperature along the length of the furnace.

The controller was connected to a thermocouple located between the furnace and the

vacuum chamber. A special stand was constructed to support the vacuum chamber and the

furnace. The tube and the furnace both rest on the bottom of the stand. Because the middle

zone of the furnace has the most stable temperature control, the crucible was elevated inside

the tube with ceramic blocks.

3.2.2.1.6 Lead and Tin

Three compositions were required for this study. Pure tin and pure lead baths were straight

forward to prepare. The third compositron used was near the eutectic of 67.go/o tin bv

weight.

The lead and tin used in the experiment v/ere obtained from the .Aldrich chemical company.

They came in the form of bats that were melted down in the crucible. They purity of tin was

rated at 99.9%+ and the lead 99o/oi. The alloys were prepared by weight percentage and
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purifìed by bubbling ar;gon gas through the melt and removing the surface film.

Flomogeneity was obtained during this process by stirring.

3.2.2.2 Procedure

3.2.2.2.1 Capillary FiIIing

,{fterthe capillaries had been made by cuttinggraphite rods to length and center drillinga 1.5

mm hole down the center, the ends were polished with ó00 gnt metallurgical paper. A holder

'was constructed so that the ends would be perpendicular to the sides. This was necessary to

achieve a tight fit be¡veen capillaries during the diffusion anneal.

The capillaries were then loaded into the holder. Because the capillaries were made from

graphite, they had to be glued into place to prevent them from floating to the top of the

much denser liquid. A high purity graphite adhesive and coating (93i) manufacrured by

Cotronics was used for this purpose. The glue requires a cure of four hours at 100 "C

followed by 16 hours at 130oC.

The capillaries and the holder together were cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol. This was done

to remove any contaminants from the surface. The holder is then attzched to the stainless

steel holder shaft which is inserted into the brass end cap. With the crucible filled with the

metal ùrezdy in place, the cap is placed on the vacuum chamber and all hoses reconnected.

The rotary vacuum pump was then activated to evacuate the chamber. Experience with the

setup determined that 750 mm of mercury was the minimum vacuum required for reliable

caplllary filling. This reading was taken from the pressure gauge connected to the chamber

through the brass end cap. The zccuracy of the gauge v/as not verified, but it remained

suitable because only relative measurements v/ere required.
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Âfter the required vacuum was been confirmed, compressed 
^rgon 

gas was fed into

chamber. The process 'was repeated several times to ensure only inert gas is left in

chamber. This was necessary to prevent oxidation at elevated temperatures.

For filling the furnace \¡/as set approximately 100 oC hþher than the melting point. The

'water supply to the cooling coil on the end cap was turned on at this tjme. The filling

process begins after several hours, when the temperature inside the vacuum chamber has

stabilized. The temperàtrrrewas taken atthe tip of the thermocouplewithin the holder. The

vacuum pump was started to remove the gas in the chamber. Then the capillary holder was

lowered into the molten metal. The capillaries did not begin to fill until the chamber was

pressurized by the argon gas. The gas pressure on the surface of the metal forced the metal

into the caplllary. The holder was rotated slowly for approximately ten minutes after

pressurization to eliminate surface tension at the czplllary opening. Finall¡ the holder was

raised, and the furnace shut off to allow the apparants to cool slowly in the argon

atrnosphere.

3.2.2.2.2 Diffitsion Anneal

The diffusion anneal procedure v¡as very similar to capillary filling. The primary difference

was the caplllary set up on the holder. The diagram of the holder illustrates the setup used

for the diffusion annea). The capillary that is to contain the denser metal was prefilled in the

procedure outlined above. It was used as the lower capillary in the diagram to a buoyancy

effect due to the different densit.ies. The hollow czpillary was placed on top of the filled

capillary with a graphite collar. Both sets of capillaries and the collars were glued into

position in the holder by a graphite based glue and cured. Then it was cleaned as before and

the

the
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placed in the vacuum chamber. The vacuum required to reliabiy fill the upper capillary was

agun 750 mm of mercury. Once the vacuum chamber was flushed with argon gas several

dmes, the furnace v/as stalted. The experimentwas possible after the temperature inside the

vacuum chamber has stabilized. This normally took several hours because of the size of the

chamber.

With a stable temperature inside the chamber, the holder was immersed into the bath.

Diffusion began when the argon gas was released to pressuri ze the chamber. Experience

working with this setup allowed a judgment that the metal in the bath reaches the bottom of

the hollow czpillary very quicldy. The start of diffusion was therefore taken as the time when

the chamber reached atmospheric pressure. Near the end of the desired diffusion time, the

hoses were disconnected so that the cap could be removed easily. \x/hen the time diffusion

time expired, holder rod was raised so the holder was out of the bath and locked into this

position' Then the brass end cap was carefully lifted, taJcing the capillary holder with it and

placed on a stand where a chill block and a fan cooled the holder rapidly. The amount of

vibration that occurred during the removal procedure could not be quantified, but it was

deemed necessary as the holder could not be cooled rapidly enough inside the chamber.

3.2.2.2.3 Mountíng and Políshing

The fused alloy rod was brohen out of the graphite capillary and cleaned for mounting.

Because the length of the specimen was generally greater than 50 mm, it was sectioned in

three pieces to fit the standard specimen holder of the Scanning Electron Microscope. Three

pieces were used to preserve the original interface between the two compositions. The pieces

'were mounted in an epoxy matrix because the heat and pressure involved with the usua-l
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bakelite matrix would destroy the lead and tin samples.

A special holder was constructed to keep the specimen flat during polishing. This was a

necessary precaution because all the materia-ls involved \¡/ere very soft. In order to obtain an

accutate measurement of dre composition, the rod must be polished down to its center. This

is necessary in order to scan the entire width of the rod. The specimens were polished to at

least 1 pm for acclra;cy in the composition analysis on the SEM. The mounted specimen v/as

cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol to avoid contamination of the SEM and error during the

analysis.

3.2.2.2.4 SEM Analysis

The concentration distance curves were obtained through an energy dispersive analysis on the

scanning electron microscope at the University of Manitoba Metallurgical Engineering

Department. An accelerating voltage of 20 kV was used for the ana-lysis. The program used

for analysis was SQ by Tracer Northern. This is a standardless analysis program that

compares the input signal with a record stored in memory. A small gain in zccurzcy would

have been possible if the signal v¡ere compared to pure metal standards to take agrng of

equipment into accoun! but this program was not functioning properþ at the time. The

conditions such as tilt and angle were kept constant for each specimen analyzed. Because the

metals tested were relad.vely heavy, the analysis proved to be quite good. SQ generates a Chi

Square error esdmate, and the values for the analysis were between 1 and 4 for most scans,

which is very good. The scan time used was '1.20 seconds. Using long scan times tends to

increase the accuracy of the analysis, however it was limited to L20 seconds to prevent the

beam from wandering. Each piece of the specimen wzs analyzed over its entire width to
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prevent errors due to radial segregation upon solidification. The area scanned was long and

rectangular in shape' The distance between scans depended on each specimen and was

subject to the judgment of the operator. Thirty or more scan were taken of each sample so

thatan accurate representation of the concentration distance curve was made.

3.2.2.2.5 hlumeticalLnalysis of Results

The SEM analysis with the prograrn SQ generated the concentradon of each eleme nt as a"

Percentage by weþht or by atom. The data is first input into a spreadsheet for manipulation.

Itis firstprocessed by convertingthe datainto the units kg/m3. Although these are SI units,

they are not the most commonly used in diffusion resea¡ch. Most find it easier to relate to

units in g/cm3.

The data generated from the experimentwere generally quite noisy. The reason for this is

discussed in the convecdve mixing section. The Bolzm ann-Mztano analysis2e requires that

slopes and areas under the concentratjon distance curve be used to calculate the diffusion

coefficient. Interpretation using a noisy data set would not be of much use. To overcome

this obstacle, an equation'was fitted to the data using several curve fitting programs. One of

the most useful equations is called the Logistic equation.

C(x) = 3.2
L+ Be-c'

This model closely resembles the typical diffusion curve. Both ends approach a specific

concentration, with the distance going to infinity in both directions. The lower concentration

limit is zero' This suits the lead to eutectic tests, using tin to calculate the diffusion

coefficieng but not tin to the eutectic. To enable the second concentrati on rànge, a constant

was added to the equation. An example is given in Fþre 11.

A
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Some experimental results did not work well with the Logistic Model. In these cases,

different equations were ffied and used if successful. When no single equatìon adequately

described the datz over the endre region, multiple equations were spliced together to form

the curve. The slopes and ateas of each segment had to be matched at the splice to ensure

accuràcy.

With an equation fitted to the dat4 the next step in the analysis is the determination of the

Matano Interface. The Matano interface is a vertica-l line on the x axis that ba-lances the areas

under the concentration distance curve bounded by the upper and lower concentradon limits.

An iterative method developed by Broederto was used to calculate the interface. .An init-ial

guess is made and the areas on either side of the guess, bounded as described in Figure 1.2 arc

calculated.
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A correcdon to the guess ÂX may be calculated by considering the geometry of the problem.

Then the distance to the interface is grven tty ^ approximation given by 3.3 added to the

original guess.

AX=
E+D-A 3.3

The method converges rapidly after a few iterations.

Once the Mztano interface has been determined, the diffusion coefficient may by calculated

at any location along t-he concentration distance curve. A spreadsheet was used for this

purpose. The slopes and areas were calculated by integrating and differentiating the equatìon

curve fit to the data. The solution is then given 3.4.

co

, = -*#"[*ac 3.4

\)üith the diffusion coeffìcient determined at intervals along the length of the capillary, the

results may then be plotted against concentradon to establish a relationship.

The average diffusion coefficient may be obtained by balancin g areas of the concentradon

distance curve. Due to difficulties detailed in the error secdon, the resulting z.ve:.zge diffusion

coefficient is suspect.

The experiment may be approximated by the two semi-infinite rods solution to Fick's Second

law. This solution assumes a constant diffusion coefficient, and is useful in companson with

the variable diffusion coefficient analysis described above.
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cl ( x llc(x,t)=+l r+erfl-+ll'¿L "\ztlDt)l

Where erf(z) is known as the error function, and is defined by .

^z
"rf 

(') = +[ e-" du
tJ 7T -o

6FJ.5

3.6

This solution was curve f,tt to the rzw datzto obtain the diffusion coeffìcient. This was made

possible by a curve fitting program that was programmed with the error function. If the

resulting equation fìts the raw dzta closel¿ then the diffusion coefficient does not vary much

with the concentration.
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4" Results

Two specimens v/ere used for each temperature and composition. Three experiments

resulted in only one useful sample. The first three diffusion experiments resulted porosity

near the eutecdc composition. To avoid this, the experiment was divided into trvo

composition rariges so that the holes would form at the ends. A summary of the limes,

temperatures and composition ranges used is given below.

Experiment Dif,frrsion Couple
Composition
[kglm3 Sn]

Temperature
Degrees
Celsius

Time
[minutes]

Cort'rtnents

1 0 731,0 402 60 Results from
1..2and3

L 0 731,0 503 44 'were not used
because

J 0 7310 616 53 of bubbles
that formed

at the
inter,face

4A 0 5040 395 60
B 0 5950 395 60
5A s648 73r0 413 60
B 5923 7310 413 60

ór{ 5020 7310 521, 60
B 5060 73L0 521 60
7A 0 s770 520 ó0
B 0 5724 520 ó0
8A 0 5880 596 50
B 596 50 8B Did not

work.
9A 5760 731.0 606 50
B 5510 7310 606 50

10,t 5594 731,0 ó86 50
B 5572 7310 686 50

11,A. 0 5620 700 50

B 0 5620 700 50

t2A 764 45 Did not
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Work. See 14.

764 45 Did not
Work. see 14.

131l 5448 731.0 746 40
B 7370 746 40 Did not

Work.
1.44 0 5500 758 45
B 758 45 Did not

Work.

Table tr Experiment Sumrrnùry
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4.1 Experiment R.esults

The concentratjon distance curves for two typical samples are given below. The fìrst is

experiment 7-A, which is pure lead to eutectjc in composition. The data was fitted to the

logistic equation given by equation 3.2 and the parameters are given in the graph title. The

logistic curve fit is bounded by upper and lower 90o/o confidence interva.ls.
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The lead to eutectic samples tended to have curves that behaved better than eutectic to tin

samples. This is likely due to the lower viscosity as the composition nears the pure tin end.

Plots of the diffusion coefficient vs. tin concentration for the same two samples are given

below. The Lead to Eutectic plot in Figure 15 shows that the diffusion coefficient is a

minimum near the }dàtuto Interface and rises rapidly as it approaches the composition limits.

The same is true of the Eutectic to Tin plot in Fþre 16. Compositions high in trn tend to

have higher diffusion coefficients. This is a.lso evident from the composition distance curves

with the Matano intefface superimposed. The arcas balanced by the Matano interface 
^ppear

to be shewed towards the tin end.
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A comparison of the Bolzmann-Matano analysis to the two semi-infinite rods solution

shows that the diffusion coefficients are in the same rarìge. The semi-infinite rod solution

assumes a constantD. Plots of the TSIRsolution fitted to the concentration distance curves

are given below for the lead to eutec'dc range @þre 1,7) and the eutectic to tin range €bur.
18).
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Plots of the other experiment results are given in the appendix.

The semi-infìnite rod solution for the diffusion coefficient fits the data in the lead to eutectic

range very well. This would imply that the diffusion coefficient does not vary greatly with

composition. The high peaks observed in D vs. Concentration curves of the Bolzmann-

Matano analysis could be explained by errors in the slope and areaat the extremes. Both

these quarrtities approach zero rapidly making them difficult to quanafy accurately. However

Figure 15 and Figure 1ó show avariztton by only zfactor of about two over the entire range

if the extreme ends are discounted. This amount of variation is small because it is close to

the error limitations in the determination of the inter-diffusion coefficient.

The second composition range from pure tin to the eutect-ic does not fit the semi-infinite rod

soluüon as well as the first. This is primarily due to noisy data which is likely the result of

convecdve mixing.

The table below summarizes all the results obtained from the semi-infinite rod solution for

constant D and the average obtained from the Boltzmann-Matano method.

Sample Temp. ["Cl D [Semi-Infinite Rod Solution] [m2/sxl0e¡
4A 395 r.46
B 395 1.17
5rt 4L3 2.55
B 413 2.90

6A 521 3.82
B 521 5.99
7A 520 z.¿3
B 520 1.83
8rt 596 2.90
9A 606 7.84
B 606 r4.8

10,A. ó86 5.20
B 686 12.2

1 lrq. 700 4.35
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B 700 4.80
13,1 746 ó.09
L4A 686 6.40

Table 2 Averuge Diffusion Coefficient
The average diffusion coefficients were plotted against temperature to determine whether the

lead-tin system follows ,{rrhenius law or the ATN theory. The lines bounding the curve fit

represent 9 0o/o conftdence intervals.
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The activation energy Q, attd Ds, ma| be determined using the slope and the intercept from

the,A,rrhenius plot. For the pure lead to the eutectic experiments @þre 19),an activation

energy of 23.7 kJ/mole and Do =8.5*10-8 m'/s -ere obtained. Some insight may be gained

by examining the activation energy and Do variation with composition. Figure 20 is øn

,trrhenius plot of six compositions ranging from 100 to 4800 kg/m3. The activation energy

and Do are determined from the slope and intercept of each line. The resulting parameters

are plotted against composition in Figure 21. The standard error from the linear regression

used to determine the slope and intercept has also been included.
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The zcttvaton energy and Do were determined to be 20.4 kJ/mole and 1.10*70-7 mz/s

respectively for the tin to eutectic data. The Arrhenius paramerers as a function of

composition v/ere not determined from the Tin to eutectic experiments because the degree

of error resulting from convection.
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5. Discussion

5.L Concentration Dependence of D
It is clear from the experimentd, daø generated from the Boltzmann-Mata¡o analysis, that

the diffusion coefficient rises rapidly as the concentrad on zppfo^ches the limits of the

diffusion couple. This trend remains evident even when the extremes are discounted because

of possible error in measuring slopes and areas in those regions. The diffusion coefficient

also exhibits a minimum about høJf wzy between t¡e extremes. Niwa et al31 published a

diffusion coefficient vs. concentration curve which is very similar to the results obtained from

the present study. They used a temperature of 510 Celsius, which is roughly comparable to

experiments 5 and 6. The only other similar study found was by Rialland and Robert on

Indium-Lead aJloys". They used the Bolømann-Matano analysis over severa-l remperature

ranges, to calculate D vs. concentration cuñres shaped very similar to the present study.

This concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient mzy be explained

thermodynamically using Darken's relalionship given in 2.79.

õ = (n,ai + N,D;)[t. *#i] 5.1

where 7, is the thermal activity coefficieng N, and N, are the atomic fractions and D,* and

Dr* are the tracer diffusion coefficients.

This relationship assumes that no volume change occurs upon mixing lead and tin.

Experimentally it has been found thzta small decrease in volumetu occurs upon mixing lead

and tin. Since the change is small, its effect may be neglected. This relationship may be

rewrittento to include the long wavelength limit of concentradon fluctuations, S."(0), given by
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Bhat¿ and Thorton as

c',^\ RT -- N2RT 5.2òcc \v./ = 7; ^\
I o-u | (ap,\
lN ),., lat,) ,.,

where G is Gibb's free energy and p, the chemical potential. Then Darken's equation

becomes

S"' (o)

If the entropy of mixing is ideal and the heat of mixing AF{- is given by N,Nr4 where a is a

constant, then RIln(y)=a(1-N)'. This leads to an expression relating the inter-diffusion

coefficient to the intrinsic coefficients and the heat of mixing.

õ = (w,ni + N,D;)[t - '*:!,'o I t.oI L'L RT ]

I(leppa35 determined the heat of mixing at 350 and 450 Celsius over the entire composition

range of the lead tin system.

5.J
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Over this temperature range, which covers much of the current study range, the heat of

mixing was found to be independent of temperature. For a)0 and ÂFI->O, the 1-

2NrNra/RT factor in 5.4 is less than 1. This causes the inter-diffusion coefficient to have a

negative deviation from Raout's law. Datzfor Dr*and Dr* are needed to plot D, aga-rnst the

composition. A study by Mirshamsi, Cosgarea and Upthegroveuu found that the trzlcer

diffusion coefficients varied neady linearly with composition. Furrhermore the tracer self-

diffusion coefficients for lead and tin are similar so that they may be assumed constant in an

estimate for Drr. According to dzta published by Rothman and Hall37, the tracer self-

diffusion coefficient for lead àt 51.0 oC is 5.2x10-o ^"/". Frohberg et al38 ca.lculated the tracer

self-diffusion coefficient of tin to be 5.5*10-' m'fs at 510 oC. Assuming these values to be

constant over the entire composition range, the inter-diffusion coefficient has been calculated

as a function of composition in Fþre 28. The plot clearly shows a negative deviation due to

the heat of mixing that would prevail even if the tracer data was allowed to vary a small

âmount.
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The resulting concentratìon dependence is the same as observed in the experimentaì results.

The variation of the diffusion coefficient with concentradon is limited to a factor of ti¡¡o if

the extremes are discounted due to error. This degree of variatton is within the error limits in

the calculation of D. The Arrhenius and Power law paratneter plots show that the diffusion

coefficient in fact does not vary sþificantly with composition. The constant parameter lines

are within the standard error limits over composition rarìge. The tight fit of the TSIR solution

for a constant D is further evidence, since it seems unlikely that there is much variation with

concentration.

Tlre experimenta-l results âre compared with Eyring's viscosity based theory in Figure 29. The

viscosities used in the theoretlcù. calculauon'were from Adachi et al3e. The theory predicts

the diffusion coeffìcient increases as the viscosity decreases. The viscosity varies nearly

linearly with composition, with a small minimum at the eutectic. Pure tjn has the lowest

viscosity of the system. Despite the obvious difference in the shape of the curye, the theory

and experimental values arc in good agreement.
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Another noticeable trend is that the tin rich end of lead to eutectic samples yielded 
^ 

.;rrote

rapid rise than the lead rich end. This might be explained by the lower viscosity as the

concentration approaches pure tin. The reverse of this is observed in tin to eutec'dc samples.
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5.2 Temperature Dependence of the Diffusion coefficient
,{rrhenius law and the exponentiai equation ATN form the basis for several diffusion theories.

The determination of the correct relationship between the diffusion coefficient and

temperature will aid in the understanding of the diffusion mechanis m. Data from the current

experiment were plotted and f,rtted to each equation.

The eutectic to lead data fit the ATN equation very well. The 90o/o confidence intervals are

small and a corcelatton coefficient of 0.97 indicates a good fit. Ffowever the eutectic to tin

concentration range results produced a poor fit to ATN. The confìdence intervals are very

wide and the correlation coeffìcient was only 0.48. From this it is easy to see that the hrgh

values of the diffusion coefficient at high temperature could be due to increased convective

mixing as a result of lower viscosities. The influence of convecdve mixing appears ro

intensi$r at the higher concentrations of tin. This is to be expected as the viscosity decreases

with higher tin concentrations. These processes tend to arttficiaJly raise the diffusion

coefficient so that conclusive information rnay not be deduced from these results. However,

if the extreme data points are removed, the remaining points are well behaved. In future

experiments, the aspect tafl'o of the capillary should be increased, or the experiments should

be conducted under microgravity to reduce convection3s.

The Arrhenius plots of both composition ranges confirm that the best results are from the

lead to eutectic data. The Arrhenius parameters calculated from the TSIR solution are

Q=23.7 lcJ/mole and Do=3.5x10-8 m2/s. Flowever, the results from the Boltzmann-Mztano

analysis plotted over a number of compositions, yields lower activation energies. The average

over the selected compositions was determined to be 19.3 Ç. These activation energies were
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quite uniform over the selected compositjons. The actlatton energy and Do may be

compared to those calculated by Niwa etøf31. Over a temperature range of 450 to 600 oC,

they calculated the activation energy as 24.7 U/mole and Do = 7.2*10-7 mz/s. However a

close inspection of their data revealed an error in the calculation of these parameters. The

correct activation energy and Do æe 27.7 kJ/mole and 2.5*1.0-7 m'/s respectively. This

acfrvatton energy is higher than the those calculated from the current study data. The high

activation energy is likely due to the influence of convection. The Niwa experiments were

conducted using 3 mm diameter capillaries. Theoretical ca-lculations and experimental

evidence2s suggests that the use of capillary diameters over 2 mm results in a high degree of

convection. Since convecdve processes tend to aruficially raise the diffusion coefficient, the

activation energy is suspect.

Another study by l(udat was conducted at the eutectic composition using a shear cell to

determine the self diffusion coefficient of Tin. The eutectic composition was selected

because a structural change in the liquid was thought to take place. His study concluded that

the diffusion coefficient v/as flot ,{rrhenius in nature over the temperature range of his study.

The diffusion coefficient was found to rise rapidly with temperatÍe from the melting point

to about 573 K. At 573IÇ the rise becomes less rapid. I(urlatao concluded that this effect

was due to the presence and dissociation of clusters. The clusters were found to be 25 to 35

'tngstroms in diameter in a study using a centrifuge technique by l(umarat. ,tt the transition

temperature, the clusters are thought to dissociate, making the liquid monomeric.

The most useful results for comparison between the two theories are in the lead to eutectic

range. Both the Arrhenius relationship and .ATN fìt the data very well, with ATN shghtty
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better statistically. The expected range of the exponent N in the ATN theory is between 1.5

and2, not the 3.2to 4 calcuÌated from the data. \)Vhen N is berween 1.5 and 2, t-he error

limits in the determination of the diffusion coefficient are such that the Arrhenius lnD vs.

1/T plots look as well behaved as lnD vs. lnT (AT) àny\ray. It appears therefore, that the

-Arrhenius plots are curved upwards at the higher temperatures and the exponent for the ATN

plots is about 3.5, much greàter than the theoretically predicted va-lues of 7.5 to 2. It is

probable that convective mixing is influencing the results gving hþher zpparent values of the

inter-diffusion coefficieng D at the hrgher temperatures where viscosities are lower and

convective mixing more prominent. Although Verhoeven2s concluded that convecdve

mixing was insigniftcant in capillaries less than 2 mm in diameter, more recent work by

Rozenberger etalaz indicates that convective velocities in 1mm diameter capillaries can exceed

diffusion velocities. Clearl¡ liquid diffusion research needs to be carried out in microgravity

where convecd.ve effects zre m1nlmlzed.
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5.3 Sources of Error

5.3.1 Convective Mixing

Diffusion experiments using capillaries such as the method presented and the caplllary

reservoir method must be desþed to minimize convective mixing. Convective currents tend

to raise the diffusion coefficient by providing another transport mechanism. Convecdve

mixing results from local density differences caused by either thermal or concentradon

gradients during the diffusion experiment and during solidificatiofl zs a result of the volume

change.

Convection effects that occur during solidification v/ere minimized by scanning the full

diameter of the specimen during SEM analysis. This helped because the therma.l gradient

olrer most of the specimen during cooling was rz;did., therefore scanning the full width

minimizes the error from occurring in the analysis.

A review of the thermal and concentration gradients in diffusion experiments was presented

by Verhoeven". The Stokes-Navier equation for an incompressible fluid with variable

density ín a grzvitational shows that the fluid only becomes motionless if the temperature and

concentradon gradients are verdcally directed. Because of the vertical density variatìon, the

fluid in the capillary may become unstable, allowing convection to begin. It has been found

rhat z critical dimensionless number which involves the density gradieng indicates the onset

of convection. This number is known as the Rayleigh number.

Verhoeven divides free convection into two catagories:

1'. Threshold convecdon occurs when the density gradient is vertical and the density
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gradient reaches a cnu,cd, value.

2- Thresholdless convecdon occurs when the density gradient is horÞontal. It has no

critical gradient to attain before convection begins. Therefore it is impossible to prevent

and most diffusion experiments avoid it by employing the vertical geometry.

Since the Present experimental methods used the vertical geometry only threshold

convecdon will be considered.

Diffusion experiments that are oriented vertically should be designed so that the temperature

and solute gradients produce a Rayleigh number that is less than critjcal. Since the

concentradon gradient in both composition ranges was large, both solute and temperature

induced convecdon must be considered. The anali.ucal solution to the problem of

determining the critical value for the capillary size, temperature gradient and solute gradient is

complex and produces a two-dimensional critical Rayleigh number plane. The complexity

of the analysis prevents it from being applied to the present study. However, it has been

found that for liquid meta-l diffusion experiments, where only one of the two convecdon

types is considered, that a capillary diameter betr,veen one and tr,vo millimeters would prevent

convecdve mixing from occurring. Other preventative meâsures include keeping the top of

the capillary at a slightly higher temperature and placing the lighter composition on top.

These measures were follo.,ved by using a 1.5mm diameter czpillary, placing the higher un

composition on top, and maintarning a slightly higher temperature at the top of the capillary.

A study by Frohberg Kraatz and Wever", comparing the resulrs of üquid diffusion

experiments in microgravity and unit gravity was made. They came to the conclusion that

experiments conducted in 1g environments yielded diffusion coefficients that were 15 to 30o/o
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higher. This effect was attributed to convection since in tJre near absence of gravity,

convecdon becomes insignificant.

An examination of the concentration distance curves reveals that convection did occur at

higher Tin compositions. At lower Tin compositions, the data produced was well behaved

which indicates that little or no convection took place. The step like pattern in the

concentradon distance curve is the same noted by Froberg et aJ. A regression analysis was

necessary to use the Boltzmann-Matano Method because of the mixing that occurred. A

closer look at the concentration distance curves reveals that convective mixing becomes a

problem as the composition nears the eutectic (61.9wt%Sn) up to pure Tin. Shiraishi, Ogino

and Adachi3e studied the viscosity of Lezd Tin alloys and concluded that the relationship

between viscosity and composition was roughly linear, with a small minimum at the eutecd.c.

This is in agreement v¡ith the convection observed in the data. The eutectic to pure tin

composition range yielded diffusion coefficient results that were not well behaved. It is likely

that convection contributed to the variability of the results. Future experiments in this region

should use higher aspect ratto caplllary sizes to minimize this effect.

5.3.2 Vibration

The greatest vibration source came during the end of each diffusion experiment. The brass

cap, the stainless steel rod and the capillzry holder were çntly lifted out of the chamber

where they were cooled rapidly. Despite the care taken, an unknown amount of vibration

occurred. This vibration will have affected the diffusion results by artificiaily raising the

diffusion coefficient. However, the duration of the vibration was in the order of five to ten

seconds. Because of the limited time, it is unlikely that it had a significant affect on the
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results.

Other sources of vibration were kept to a minimum. The rubber o-ring seals tended to damp

sma-ll vibrations of the building so that they were unlikely to become significant factors.

5.3.3 Mixing

The other major problem with the modified capillary reservoir method was rhe mking that

occurs at the start of the experiment. !7hen the argon gas begins to fill the vacuum, tÌre

metal in the reservoir fills the hole in the upper capillary. When it reaches the metal in the

lower captllary, some mixing occurs. The mixing is unavoidable, but of limited duration and

penetration.

5.3.4 Temperature Stability

To ensure a stable temperature in the vacuum chamber, it was preheated for severai hours

before the experiment. Since the chamber was taller than the furnace, a temperature gradient

existed over its height. The effect of the gradient on the experimentwas minimal because the

diffusion took place in a narrow section at the middle of the furnace. The temperature was

taken within the melt to ensure accvrzcy. Convective effects in the melt were certain to be

present, but did not influence the experiment because of the design. After the upper captllary

fills at the start of the experimen! the convection does not influence diffusion because

diffusion occurs well below the opening to the melt.

5.3.5 Segregation Effects

Segregation upon solidification is a well kno.,vn efFect that is to be expected rvhen .,vorking

with binary systems. The primary direction of cooling zt a gven point in the capillary is radial

except at the ends. To ensure that the concentration determined with the SEN{ is accurate,

the whole width of the metal rod v/as scanned. This .,vas done by removing materi'al flom the
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rod during polishing until only ahalf cylinder remained.

5.3.6 SEM Measurements

The relative 
^cclur.z'cy 

of SEM measurements was ensured by keeping all the relevant variables

constant for each sample. These factors include specimen preparation, tilt angle, md

accelerating voltage. A standardless quantitave analysis was performed with the Tracer

Northern program SQ. This program compensated for 7u\F factors and calculated a Chi

square error esdmate for each scan. The Chi square values were generzlly betrveen one and

four, which was very good for SENI work.

5.3.7 Analysis Error

The greatest source of error in the analysis is in the determination of the slope and areas used

to calculate the diffusion coefficient. The results were curve fit to one or more equations to

eliminate the effects of noisy data. The quality of curve fìt influenced the results great)y,

especially towards the ends of the diffusion couple. ,A.s the slope and area both approach

zero near the ends, the potential for error increases rapidly. Therefore the results at the

extremes should be discounted accordingly.
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6. Conclusions

Several conclusions may be drawn from the current study:

1'. The inter-diffusion coefficient does not vary greatty with composition within the

experimental error limits.

2. Both composition ranges from lead to eutecdc and eutectic to dn, demonstrated a

tendency for composition dependence of the diffusion coefficient similar to that reported

by Niwa et a-1. This behavior mày be explained by thermodynamics using Darken's

analysis which confirms that any compositionai dependence of the inter-diffusion

coefficient is small.

3. Convection probably occurred at hþher tin concentradons a¡rd temperatures.

Convective processes would artificially influence the results making comparisons difficult

under those conditions. Therefore much of the Tin to Eutectic data is suspect. It is also

likely that some convecdve mixing occurred in the lead to eutectic samples at hþher

temPeratures leading to curved Arrhenius plots and high values for the temperature

exponent N.

4. The diffusion coefficients calculated from the lead to eutectic experiments were found to

be in good agreement with other studies. However, the experiments did not generate any

statistical evidence to support one temperature dependence theory over the other. Since

the exponent N in the AT" theory is approximately twice r,vhat was ssner-red thc

,trrhenius type relationship seems more credible.

Further experiments are necessary to obtain datz on this and other systems to refine our
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understanding. lvfeasures should be taken to reduce the potentia-l for convecdve processes

below the threshold level to ensure valid results.
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Figure 36. TSIR. solution for Inten-Diffusion 8xp10.4. Sn-
Eutectic 606Cr50 min (I-,ogistic Equation: Ð,,:5.20e-9 ¡m2lsl,

r2:0.96L)
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Figune 40. 8xp11,4, Concentnation-Ilistance Curve Fit, Pb-
Eutectic 700C,50 min (f.ogistic Equation: a-5426 b:993.4

c-360.5 , r2:t.992)
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Figure 42. TSIR. solution for [nter-I]iffusion ÐxpllA Pb-
Eutectic 7t0üu50 min (tr-,ogistic Equation: Ð12:4.35e-9 ¡rn2/s1,

r2-0.987)
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Figure 43. ExpllB Concentration-Ðistance Curve Fit, Fh-
Eutecfic 700Cu 50 min (Logistic Equation: a-5256 b:47\2

c-355.60 12-0.989)
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Figure 45. TSIR solution for Inter-Iliffusion ÐxpnXB Pb-
Eutectic 700Cr50 rnin (F.ogistic Equation: IÞ,:4.80e-9 [m2ls],

12:û.982)
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Figure 46. Expl3A Concentration-Distance Cunve Fit, Sn-
Eufectic 746C,40 min (Modified Logistic Equation: a-tr680

b:8.553e+1 I c-37 3.1, d:5479, v2:8.992\
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Figure 48. TSIR solution for [nter-Diffusion ExpllB Sn-

Eutectic 746Cr40 min (I-,ogistic Equation: I),,:6.09e-9 [m2ls],
12-0.977\
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Figure 49" Expl4A Concentration-Distance Curve Fit, Pb-
Eutectic 758C, 45 min (L,ogistic Equation: e-5327 b:L347

c-306.10 12-0.995)
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